. The relationship between entropies and mutual information of random gives a partial solution for the optimal auxiliary random variable, thereby describing part of the rate region explicitly in terms of variables X and Y. the distribution of X and Y.
/X, coded side information. Specifically, let X and Y be two random H(XIY) H(YIX) variables such that X is desired losslessly at the decoder while I(X;Y) Y serves as side information. The random variables are encoded independently, and both descriptions are used by the decoder to reconstruct X. Ahlswede and Korner describe the achievable rate region in terms of an auxiliary random variable. This paper Fig. 1 . The relationship between entropies and mutual information of random gives a partial solution for the optimal auxiliary random variable, thereby describing part of the rate region explicitly in terms of variables X and Y. the distribution of X and Y. (Xi, Yi) is a ZIC, and there does not exist (X, Y) that is a P(Ym '2) 1-(m-1)q, and p(yl '2) = q, where 2 < j < m ZIC and strictly contains (Xi, Yi). Ui, respectively, and call them component random variables, purpose of describing X is minuscule, yet in order to achieve this minuscule benefit one needs to pay a tremendous price If this conjecture it true, then it reduces further the space of possible optimal auxiliary random variables.
The fact that this bound is sometimes tight derives directly from the construction of an optimal U given in the proof sketch Theorem 10: Let { (X1,Y1) ZICs of size one. Suppose that U is an optimal auxiliary We note that previously we used time sharing to obtain the random variable for (X, Y) at rate (RY, RX) with a = lower convex hull of the achievable rate region for such rates. ..i, ... , iis}. Let (X, Y, U) be random variables with joint However, time sharing might require 1U1 > Y2. Instead, we distribution function p over alphabets (X, 2Y,U). Let (X, Y) now give a non time sharing construction for U that attains induce the decomposition { (Xi, Y, .... , (Xl, 3Y) } into ZICs, the lower convex hull for the given rates.
where Xi = Xi for all i. If U is such that U {ui,. u,s} Let {(X, Y1),. , (XK,YK)} be the decomposition of and for all j, P(uj y) = P(iij|yi) for all y C Yi, then U is (X,3Y) into MDCs. Set U {ul,. . I,} to be the alphabet optimal for (X, Y) at rate (Ry, Rx) = (R, Rk). of Uq such that for all i, p(uviy) = -(k -l)q for all Theorem 11 enables us to do away with ZICs of size y E Yi, and p(ui y) = q for all y g Yi, where q E [0, l/k].
greater than one when searching for an optimal auxiliary First observe that by construction 1UN < 3Y2 as needed. Next, random variable. Specifically, let {(X1,i ), .
... ,(X,Y Y)} we show that for any rate 0 < Ry < K(X; Y), there exists be a decomposition of (X, Y) into ZICs. Let (X, Y) = a value q for which I(Y; Uq) = Ry, and that Uq is optimal.
{(X1, {Y1}),... , (Xl, {Y})} be such that for all x, P(yi x) = The former is seen as follows. When q = 1/k, all u's are EZyjiP(y x) for any i. In order to find an optimal auxiliary equally likely, from which it follows that I(Y; Uq) = 0. There is one problem with the above proof. It assumes that writing the expressions for both conditional entropies.
D it is optimal to let all Ui operate at the same rate. While this Lastly, we consider the rates K(X; Y) < RY < J(X; Y). might appear to be a plausible choice, one cannot rule out the The following lemma asserts that the tighter upper bound possibility that letting Ui operate at different rates that sum 1UN < 3Y2 holds for these rates if it holds for any (X, Y) to RY might yield an optimal U with a smaller alphabet size.
that induces a single MDC.
A necessary condition for this to be possible is that the lower Lemma 13: Suppose that for any random variables (X, Y) convex hull of the achievable rate region for (X, Y) not be that decompose alphabets (X, 3Y) into a single MDC, there strictly convex (i.e. be linear) over some interval whose interior exists, for any rate, an optimal auxiliary random variable contains the rate point Ry. We believe, however, that the lower U with U < 2Y. Then for any random variables (X, Y) convex hull of the achievable rate region for a pair of random over alphabets (X, Y) and any rate RY, K(X; Y) < RY < variable with a single MDC is always strictly convex over the J(X; Y), there exists an optimal U with 1U ' 32.
entire rate region, as some numerically evaluated examples Proof sketch: Let (X, Y) induce decomposition seem to support. Therefore, we believe that Conjecture 14 is { (X1,Y1) ,.., (XK,YK)} of (X,Y) into MDCs. Let true, which is the basis for our conjecture that the minimal K(X; Y) < RY < J(X; Y) be any desired target alphabet size of an optimal auxiliary random variable need rate. Theorem 10 shows that any optimal U must have not ever exceed the alphabet size of Y. The solution to this problem, namely, the achievable rate It is left to show that the premise of the lemma above is region, is given in [1] in terms of an auxiliary random variable. indeed true. The following conjecture makes this claim.
In this paper we obtain a partial solution for the optimal Conjecture 14: If random variables (X, Y) over alphabets auxiliary random variable, thus providing part of the rate (X, Y) decompose (X, Y) into a single MDC, then for any region explicitly in terms of the distribution of X and the rate there exists an optimal auxiliary random variable U such conditional distribution of Y given X. Some part of the that 1N1 < IYI rate region remains unknown explicitly, specifically, the rates
Observe that since (X,Y) induces a single MDC, K(X; Y) < RY < J(X; Y). This part of the region could K(X; Y) = 0, thus the entire rate region is unknown. We most likely be explicitly obtained if it were known how to now provide an outline for the proof of this conjecture and construct an optimal auxiliary random variable for a single focus attention on a certain claim that is needed in order to MDC that is not a ZIC. Finally, we show that the alphabet obtain a complete proof, and which has yet to be proven. size of an optimal auxiliary random variable is bounded from The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there exists some above by the alphabet size of Y for rates 0 < RY < K(X; Y) (X, Y), for which (X, Y) is comprised of a single MDC, and RY =J(X; Y), and we conjecture that this upper bound and some rate RY, for which any optimal U satisfies 1 > holds for all rates. IY + 1. Then replicate (X, Y) three times, i.e., let (X, 3Y) = where the prior probabilities have been appropriately scaled, vol. 21, no. 6, pp. 629-637, Nov. 1975 ['4 |Yil + 1, It follows that U, which IS optimal theory," IEEE Trans. Info. Thry., vol. 29, no. 3, pp. 396-412, May 1983. for (X, Y) at rate Ry and has minimal alphabet size, has [7] D. Slepian and J. K. Wolf, "Noiseless coding of correlated information alphabet size UN > 32I + 3, which contradicts the theorem sources," IEEE Trans. Info. Thry., vol. 19, no. 4, pp. 471-480, July 1973. 
